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Consider the following variant of Kurlat (2013). The only difference is that we make
workers live for two periods (we keep the assumption of constant population), and have
them be risk neutral. While they work when young, they only derive utility from consump-
tion when old. Thus, they need to find a way to save their labor income into retirement
consumption. Using Kurlat (2013)’s characterization of equilibrium as a benchmark (in
particular how supply and demand for projects are determined), assuming Assumption 1
holds and that equilibrium features positive prices, answer the following:

a) If workers can only save by purchasing projects in the market, what is the effect
this has on project prices, the market return, and on capital accumulation?

b) Would the response of an economy to a productivity shock be larger, smaller or the
same as in Kurlat (2013)? Explain.

c) If a pay-as-you-go social security system is introduced in this economy such that
workers contribute fraction τ (0 < τ < 1) of their labor income when young in exchange
of benefits when old (benefits are determined from the system being balanced, i.e. each
period total contributions equal total benefits), how does this affect project prices, market
return, and capital accumulation relative to what you found in a)? Explain.

d) Suppose now that workers have the option of also saving through deposits in foreign
banks that pay return R. Show that now the equilibrium market return is a function of
both p (market price of projects) and R. Show that there exists R such that for R < R
workers do not invest in foreign banks. Characterize R. Show that there exists R̄ such
that for R > R̄ workers do not purchase projects. Characterize R̄.

e) Assume that parameters are such that in steady state workers are indifferent between
using either technology to save (i.e. R < R < R̄). Would the response of the economy to
a productivity shock be larger, smaller, or the same as you found in b)? Explain.
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